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systems and is also the most si-
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rooms via just one unit.
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impressive stand covering 100

ucts to specialists, discussed
planning concepts and provided
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LUNOS is yet again one step
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Power input commences as of 5
Watts and volume flows of over
90 m³/h can be generated. Nexxt
is rounded off by a completely
new operating concept. Piezo
elements are located behind an

less

energy,

since

ably reduced as a result of ec
engineering. It is quieter than its
predecessor, since it operates
far more efficiently and can be
operated with lower volume
flows. The lowest ventilation
level is about 15 m³/h.
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new universal control unit: the
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The new Silvento ec is of course
100% compatible with all LUNOS
parts. This ensures that all devices can, if required, be swiftly and
easily replaced with new devices.

reduced
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You can find more news on inLUNOS also presented numerous new developments relating to
screens and outside covers: the
new screens for the 160’ series
are now fitted with additional
sound insulation. These are available in synthetic material or glass
in a classical, elegant design.
Outside covers have been designed in aluminum for the first

LUNOS has also revolutionized

time. These covers also include

the well-proven e² and has devel-

additional sound insulation.

novations and more information
about LUNOS and its products
at www.lunos.de/en

